BE SEEN TO
BE HEARD
your guide to nailing video marketing
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Brought to you by Giant Peach

Introduction
Giant Peach clients make the world a better place.
Better tasting, better for people, better for our
planet. We help them by getting their stories heard.
Every month we’re watching 6bn hours of video
and within two years 80% of everything we consume
online will be video. If you need to be heard, say it
with video.

WHY VIDEO?

79% of consumers
would rather
watch a video than
read text.

YouTube reports mobile
video consumption rises

100%

every year

Click-through rate
increases by

200-300%
with video in email

92% of mobile
consumers share
videos

64%

of users
are more likely to buy
a product online after
watching a video

60 seconds
of video is
equal to

1.8m
words

Conversion rates
increase by

80%

when video’s
included on
landing pages
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One third of all online activity
is spent watching video.

Get them hooked.

How does it do it?

We’ve been watching moving pictures for over
a hundred years. We love it. We love it big: epic
movies on the silver screen, and we love it small:
using gifs and live streaming to communicate
with each other. Easy to digest, quick to watch,
it’s the ultimate in snackable content.

Video provides escapism, it captivates and
engages viewers and takes us on an emotional
journey. It asks us to be involved and become
part of the action. Empathising with characters
and identifying with their stories makes video
a persuasive tool if harnessed effectively.

Come aboard!

Emotional journeys.

Case Study:

Oatly, the post-milk generation’s new lactosefree love, and their ‘Wow no Cow’ vid.
The Oatly TV channel has a glut of videos
using the same and increasingly familiar brand
voice. They quickly create a strong emotional
connection through tongue-in-cheek, brand
aware and fun stories.

DO YOUR
HOMEWORK
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The biggest conversions come with a razor-sharp
focus on messaging. Tailor your message to hit
the right tone: understand who it’s for and what
they want to hear.

Psychographics.
Adapt & align.

Get followers on board by aligning values. Psychographic segmentation
separates markets by consumer motivation. Are you on the same page as your
users? Does your message challenge or fire them up? If you’re in sync, focus on
increasing their understanding. If you’re rocking the boat, modify your message
to persuade and change perceptions.

Demographics.

Geographic segmentation.

Demographic segmentation makes it
easier to tailor content by identifying
your market based on indicators
like age, gender, education level,
income and so forth. Adapt your
content to who you’re talking to e.g.
you might not want to set your video
to a bangin’ dubstep soundtrack if
you’re aiming at middleclass Baby
Boomers…(but hey, no judgments).

Be relevant and land with impact by
taking into account infrastructure,
language, culture and economy of
your target customer. E.g. researching
the economic climate of your users
can indicate the willingness of your
audience to invest in you. Similarly,
understanding the political landscape
allows you to gauge how receptive your
target market is to your values.

Age appropriate?

Where you at?

MAKE IT RIGHT

For a video that breathes your values, carries
your message and entices your prospects,
we advise speaking to the pros. Our in-house
videographer Ryan gives us the skinny on
what he’s after when crafting vids for our
pioneering clients:
Who?

What?

Who’s it for? Who’s gonna be in it? How many
people do you need? Which people are you
using? Think about storytelling and narration,
whether this is a piece to camera, a day in the
life, interview style etc. Consider guest speakers
with gravitas, clients who love you, team
members with great stories to share.

What’s the video for? To introduce your
business and your values? To show off
products? Is it a how-to video? Or covering
an event? Focus on one angle. Think about style
too – do you want to incorporate animation, 3D
elements, music? Share the vids that you love
and inspire you, give us as much info as you can.

Where?

How?

Is the video embedded in your site? Or to
be pushed through social media? Different
platforms require different elements and
parameters. Where your vids go dictates the
deliverables e.g. if hosted solely on your site
it can be longer than if used on social.

The logistics of making a video come down to
what you want to achieve. What’s the feel of
the vid? Clean, slick, emotional, fun, fast paced,
contemplative – different styles require
a different directorial approach.

When?

Why?

Scheduling your video launch is crucial.
Is it part of a campaign or is it standalone?
Do you need teaser vids? Does it need a
seasonal theme? ETA is important!

What happens after the credits roll?
What action do you want people to take?
Should the video include some sort of
interactive element?

YOUTUBE

YouTube is the second largest search engine,
transforming the way we find info. Setting up
a channel for your business brings a raft of
new followers and sharers, not to mention a
low-cost marketing stream.

Verify your YouTube channel.

YouTube like a pro.

• Log in, click your channel icon in the top
right to bring up the Creator Studio and
Settings drop-down menu.

Create an on-brand profile: See this as an
extension of your website: use on-brand cover
art and pics.

• Click the ‘View Additional Features’ link.

Link your YouTube channel to your website:
And vice versa.

• Enter your verification code and ‘submit’.

Uploading vids.
• Click on the upload symbol
in the top right of the page.

found

• Set video privacy settings.
• Select the video from your computer.
• Edit basic info and advanced settings.
• ‘Publish’ to finish uploading (or click
‘done’ if you’re keeping it private).

Name calling: Avoid confusion, use the name of
your business, or the name that your customers
would use to search for you.
Description: Tell prospects what to expect:
include relevant keywords and tell them what
they’re gonna get by watching your vids.
Tags: The searchable labels you give your vid –
use words your audience use.
Thumbnails (aka the little display pic for your
video): Make it relevant to your vid. Take some
snaps as you film the video.
Test & refresh: If activity drops off, refresh the
above, try something different, more customerfocused. Doing this tells Google to take a
second look.

GET ENGAGED
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Nothing compares to authentic
people engagement. Being sociable
shows your audience you’re active
and relevant.

Strategy.

Schedule.

Create playlists.

Video, like all areas of your online content, must be
woven into your strategy. Aligning video releases
with campaigns, relevant events and new products
or services will bolster your brand and engage the
widest audience possible.

Having video as a core part of your content builds
relationships with your viewers and bumps you
up the results page. Increase trust by creating and
sticking to a schedule. Make your videos something
to look forward to.

As Social Times explains, ‘Playlists get viewers to
watch more of your videos in one sitting’; they also
make you more discoverable because they contain
more info.

Care in the community.

Include calls to action.

Keep in touch.

Collaborating with, promoting and providing
feedback on other like-minded users’ videos
establishes you as an engaged, interested and active
good guy – and that karma comes back to you in the
form of mutual appreciation.

Creating great content is all well and good, but if
you aren’t asking your viewers to do anything, you’re
missing huge opportunities. Use a call-to-action to
encourage users to share your videos, ask questions,
get involved in a campaign, make a change.

A happy audience is a yappy audience. If your
subscribers pose questions or concerns, reply
promptly and thoroughly. Q&A videos are a great
way to interact with your viewers, as are call-toaction vids – making the subject user-centric.

Planning for success.

Pay it forward.

Build trust.

Don’t ask, won’t get.

Visual mixtape.

Get involved.

UGC

(User Generated Content)
UGC (User Generated Content) is the only time we support amateur
video creation. When UGC’s used right, it’s a powerful tool. Get your
followers to film themselves completing a challenge, or using your
product or service. It’s a tangible endorsement, the ultimate word of
mouth recommendation.

BEST FOR:

BEST FOR:

BEST FOR:

BEST FOR:

BEST FOR:

Short, informative or

Teasers to full length

Visually stunning micro

Short, informative

Fun, outrageous,

fun videos that work

content or to website

videos: teasers, behind-the-

“How To” content,

timely (vertical) content:

scenes, looping videos

testimonials, case studies

behind the scenes, unique

VIDEO LENGTH LIMIT:

VIDEO LENGTH LIMIT:

15 seconds

None

PRO TIP:

PRO TIP:

questions or comments from

A video is nothing

Write short LinkedIn

your fans

without the right hashtags

blog posts to go with your

Heavily market your

to encourage discovery

new videos

username on other social

without sound
VIDEO LENGTH LIMIT:
VIDEO LENGTH LIMIT:

140 seconds

No limit, but try to avoid
anything over 2 minutes
PRO TIP:

To get best reach,
upload natively
(don’t link to YouTube)

events, day in the life, etc.

PRO TIP:
Use a video reply to answer

VIDEO LENGTH LIMIT:

10 seconds
PRO TIP:

media channels so fans
can find you

About Giant Peach
Beautiful, intuitive web experiences is just one piece of the puzzle.
We create strategies that drive growth, campaigns that ignite fires,
content that connects. We bring your story to life with breathtaking
visuals, instinctive ecommerce and intuitive design that converts
visitors to loyal fans. Your vision, ethics and personality embedded
in an immersive digital experience.
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